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Attention Gambler Housing Tenants
With the high demand of complaints with moisture and mold issues, the HVAC Systems that is
installed need to be on and operating. Here is a little background information on the HVAC or
HVACR Units.

Acronym HVAC stands for heating, ventilation and air conditioning. Sometimes Refrigeration “R
” is also added and it becomes “HVACR”.
HVAC is basically climate control of confined space with respect to requirements of persons or
goods in it.
HVAC system is not only heating and cooling of air but also concerned with maintaining the
indoor air quality (IAQ).
Heating of air is done usually in winter and similarly cooling of air is done in summer season.
HVAC system works on the principles of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics and heat transfer. All
these fields come into play in various components of HVAC. (IAQ) Indoor air quality is the quality
of air inside the building or structures as mostly related to health and safe keeping of its
occupants or items/goods placed. IAQ is changed with inclusion or contamination with gases
and uncontrolled mass & energy transfer.
HVAC systems are used for heating and cooling & air condition in homes, building, industry,
vehicles, aquariums and many more.

How to Clean
**Most furnaces use disposable filters; you just throw them away and buy replacements. But
some filters are actually designed to be washed and reused, time and time again. These
"permanent," washable filters have metal housings rather than the flimsy cardboard that
surrounds disposable filters. Energy Star recommends that you check your furnace filter
monthly. Clean it every three months at a minimum, according to the American Lung Association.
Step 1: Set the dirty filter down onto the floor with the dirty side facing up; try to avoid dumping
debris.
Step 2: Plug in your vacuum cleaner and turn it on. Carefully vacuum the filter to pick up as much
dust and debris as possible. Turn off the vacuum.
Step 3: Pick up the filter and carry it to a large utility sink or bathtub.
Step 4: Turn on the faucet and rinse the filter thoroughly in warm running water. If you have a
sprayer attached to your faucet, this is best, as it allows greater water pressure. Rub the filter
with your hands or a soft brush to help wash away any remaining debris. Do not use soap. Turn
off the faucet.
Step 5: Allow the filter to fully dry before returning it to the furnace.

